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Purpose

Purpose
This report is the insider's guide to business, brand and
marketing in FY19/20. It is the insights we wish we had
when we worked in corporate roles and ones we are using to
build our business.
Strategy can be confusing. That's why we've set out to try to
untangle it. At its essence, strategy is about a clear plan to
win. It brings people together around a cause, gives us focus
and a framework to make decisions. These are busy times.
Let's approach this next period with clarity.

Long & Co is a small brand and
marketing company with big expertise.
We help our clients step out from the
crowd, with clarity and results.
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Strategy

Strategy is about
winning
Strategy is a plan to win. It's not
something only beholden to
Boardrooms (although they
struggle with it too). It's relevant
to SMEs and even us as people.
Strategy is picking an opportunity
you would like to achieve (acquire
a company, win more customers
or even friends;) and then
focusing your efforts on tactics
that will deliver victory.
Once you know where you're
headed, it can only be realised by
doing. It's by doing the
right things you win.

"Strategy is a plan to win.
Pick the opportunity, and
focus all your resources on
that one big Aha!"
JACK WELCH, EX-CEO GENERAL
ELECTRIC

Aha!
Our first step in strategy development is uncovering the
opportunity to win. Jack Welch calls this an 'Aha', Brian
McGuigan refers to it as uncovering a customer need and
Jim Collins talks about Big Hairy Audacious Goals (BHAG).
We arrive at this point by auditing the business, customers
and market. We ask a series of structured questions; What
does the playing field look like? Who is your customer?
What makes you different from your competitors? What is
your purpose? What is the overall opportunity to win?
It is interesting, that while these questions appear simple,
they are exceptionally hard to answer with clarity. Yet, a
simple and clear answer gives you your strategy.

1. Long & Co's Aha! is to be the go-

3 Aha's

to for businesses who wants to get
their brand and marketing done
right. We're small, with big expertise
and capacity. Our strategy focuses
on being product leaders, with
happy clients and results.
2. Amazon's Aha! is to be the
world's largest seller of goods and
services. They achieve this via costleadership, convenience and
creating a fly-wheel effect. Happy
customers become members, they
buy more to offset their
membership fee and in turn feed the
fly-wheel.
3. GE's Aha! used to be to become
number 1 or 2 in a segment, or exit.
What their strategy is today is less
clear.

Don't Innovate
Everyone wants to be a disrupter these days. That's grand
- in fact, lateral thinking and dreaming up new ways of
doing things can bring great success. But don't forget
that disruption is going on all the time.
Don't innovate when your strategy to win is more likely to
begin with: catch up. We spoke to Australian tech CEO and
entrepreneur, Karen Lawson, about disruption. An excerpt
below:
"Disruption isn’t fast, and it’s going on all the time. The
trick is how you adjust to your new reality. Henry Ford
didn’t invent the automobile, but he did build cars at
scale. Social media was around in the 1990s, but it was
Facebook who built an ad product that challenged online
ad incumbent AdWords. Not all retail will die, but some
already have (Toys R Us)."
The disruption you are thinking about right now is likely
you adapting to your new reality. And that’s a good thing!

Disruption isn't fast and it's
going on all the time.
Adjust.

What is your
dream?
Leaders have dreams. Corporate
speak for a dream is a vision. A
vision is a very powerful thing, as
it unites people around an idea.
When people are connected to a
vision, we are aligned. Everyone are
motivated to pull in the same
direction. Once your dream is clear tell everyone about it. Over and
over. Bring your vision back to
purpose, people and process.
Once people know what the dream
is, and why it matters - they put
themselves in the way of achieving
it.

What is your
purpose?
Who are you and what are you all
about?
Asking yourself or your organisation
these questions helps you clarify your
purpose.
The reason why that is important is,
as Simon Sinek says, people don't buy
what you do, they buy why you do it.
Once people know what you are all
about, they can align their cause with
yours.
Just look at Apple. Heck, we want to
create a dent in the universe as well.
Yes, I'll have that MacBook thanks.

Find the unique!
The key to uncovering your “Aha!” is identifying what sets you
apart. What your unique selling proposition (USP) is.
Finding out what sets you apart can be hard. 'Service' is
one example. Sorry, that won't cut it.
If you don't provide service, even if its an awesome service you're dead in the water. And if you don't have anything that truly
sets you apart - now is the time to create it.
People can only buy what they are aware of, understand and like.
The shortcut to get on their radar is to clarify your USP. And then
deliver on that consistently by being the expert (hello ;), being the
challenger (Virgin), or being the cost-leader (Aldi).
Being beige is not an option.

You might be the
difference!

We work with professionals, small business owners
and government corporations. When we ask them what
their USP is, it can be tricky to pin down. After all; selling,
providing advice or serving the community requires skills
that are hard to ring fence as unique.
What often sets people apart, particularly in the advice
business, is the actual person. It's them. Once that
becomes clear, so does the strategy.
Once you know what sets you or your business
apart, bring this to life. Create content (stories, games,
experiences). Collaborate with influencers. Create a quirky
product feature.
It all works. If you remember to be helpful and not be the
hero.

There has never been a
better time to build a
personal brand than today.

Focus
In a cluttered market, take a stand. Focus on one thing and do it
better than your competitors. In marketing speak, we call this
positioning. But it really just is about focus. Focus helps you
channel scarce resources in a unified direction. This act alone
aligns your team and improves your odds.
Positioning is executing against a focus that adds value to your
customers and gives you a leg up on your competitors.
Be a product expert, have operational excellence or provide a
great customer experience. But, don't focus on all three.
Product expert - think Apple.
Operational excellence - think FedEx.
Customer experience - think Disneyland.
They all have some of each, but they each focus on one thing
above all.
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Four
Strategies

Strategy 1: Positioning

Do you have an unclear place in
people's hearts and minds? Oh
dear.
Let's start with that. If you are
going to have any
chance at driving results and
getting your cost per acquisition
(CPA) down - first make sure
you decide whether your focus
is building your brand via
product leadership, process or
customer experience.
Think: Four Pillars Gin =
Australian craft gin = product
leadership position.

Strategy 2: Nurture
strategy
People buy from who they like and
trust. Avoid going straight to 'Let's go
back to my place'. Use some romance,
add value, nurture.
Buyer journeys are longer these
days (in our industry 3-6 months!).
They start online or via word-of-mouth.
Is your website sharp? Is your social
media humming? Do you have a dream
email list, high converting copy and a
product worth talking about?
Great. Now start publishing, following
up and delighting.
Think: this report = nurture strategy.

Strategy 3: Growth
strategy
Need more customers (who doesn't?).
Make sure you are nailing your
positioning and nurturing strategies. It
makes growing easier.
It's time to scale.
1. Publish content. Most days.
2. Comment on posts. Thoughtfully.
3. DM Instagram, Messenger and
LinkedIn. Don't sell.
4. Send emails that adds value.
5. Start a podcast.
6. Create an experience.
7. Launch a new product.
8. Partner with a gaming App.
9. Publish a book.
10. Get influencers to talk about you.
11. Advertise on Google, in social or
traditional media.

Strategy 4: Committed
customers
One word: Otaku (Japanese: A person obsessed with a
particular thing).
Who are the people Otaku about you and your business? Hone
in on them, they will be your marketing department and your
income stream.
Think Starbucks: The founder, Howard Schultz has otaku for
coffee. Long & Co has otaku for clarity. Aesop has otaku for
design.
What's your otaku? Be the best at that and your customers will
follow.

Thank you
That's it!
The purpose of this report was to get your marketing working
better for you in the period ahead. I hope you found this report
useful. If you did, your word to a friend means the world to us.
Stay in touch on social or via email. If you are curious about
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whether we can assist you, my details are below.
Kind regards,
Cat
Cathrine Long
Director
—
m. 0417 103 833
1/113 King Street
Newcastle NSW
—
Instagram|LinkedIn
—
longandco.com.au

Long & Co is a small brand
and marketing company with
big expertise. We solve
problems in a strategic and
impactful way.

